Portable Wheelchair Lifts
The Portable Trus-T-Lift system is
on high grade casters that make it
easy to move from one location to
the next.
These high grade casters have
a foot activated locking position
to prevent the lift from moving
once you have it into position.
This units low cost and ease of
installation make it ideal for commercial
applications.
Another key benefit is that the
portable units are exempt from the
ASME 18.1 standards making them
a very economical way to offer wheelchair
access to heights up to 52".
The portable vertical platform lift has a maximum lifting height of 52"
and can lift up to 550 lbs.
The Portable Trus-T-Lift system is an institutional quality wheelchair lift.
Expanded metal construction makes the lift easy to move and allows the
operator to see under the lift, making operation even safer.
Suitable for indoor use.
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Portable Wheelchair Lifts Standard Features
-

Smooth and quiet performance
550 lbs (250 kg) Lift Capacity
52” lifting height
8 feet/minute lift speed
High grade casters with foot activated locking position to keep lift in place
Constant pressure Soft Touch control pads for ease of operation
Grated metal platform with full under platform visibility
Non-skid surface
18” extra wide positive action reversible toe plate for universal access
Quick and easy set up and adjustment
Straight through access, lower access right
Direct worm gear/Acme screw-nut drive for maintenance free operation (much lower maintenance than
belted or hydraulic systems)
Extreme weather resistant design
Zero load start for cold weather climates (drive system allows motor to get up to full speed before lifting).
All mechanics are fully enclosed, yet easy to access through the rear or front of the housing unit.
Attractively finished in a durable off-white baked on finish.
Non load bearing backup safety nut on lift shaft
Fuse box accessible from carriage
Keyed emergency stop and manual operation
UL and CSA certified

Maintenance

Maintenance of the vertical platform lift unit shall consist of regular cleaning of the unit, protection of the painted surface
of the unit.

Warranty

All parts are warranted against manufacture’s defect for a one year period from the date of purchase.
Parts are FOB Factory and shall not include labour costs required to replace defective part(s).

Trus<T>Lift is a trademark of RAM Manufacturing,
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